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Board Meetings are held the first Tuesday of the
month, 6PM, at Gallery Pizza & Seafood, 1600 Virginia
St. Dunedin Members welcome—no commitment necessary. Please let Skip know if you are interested in
attending so that he can save you a seat.

MEMBERS GROUP RUNS
TUESDAY Mornings: Track workout, 4:50 AM
Clearwater High School stadium. Track-coach:
Albert Wieringa, wieringa.usa@Gmail.com
727-754 0439
SATURDAY Mornings:


Group run at John Chestnut, 7AM, start s at
Shelter #2



Long run (8, 12, 13 typically) around the
beach and bridges. The “loop” starts at
Clearwater City Hall at 6:00 AM. Contact:
Kathleen Roach, kathleenxyz@hotmail.com

Spread $ 175.00
All Year (4-issues) possible
Contact Editor for details

SUNDAY Mornings: Same Clearwater Beach
loop as Saturday—6:00AM
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President’s Message
by Skip Rogers
Gobble Gobble, Turkey Trot runners!
Pre-registration starts Wednesday October 16. Please bring exact amount in cash or a check
payable to Times Turkey Trot.
For online www.tampabay.com/turkeytrot

New this year is The Clearwater Challenge online only! Are you up for it? 5K, 1-Mile,
10K one special bid & one t-shirt all for pre-registration price of $25 ($30 race day)

The first 3 weeks of registration we have people from Illinois, Georgia, Nebraska, Minnesota,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Florida leading the pack.
Some people are not aware that The Tampa Bay Times Turkey Trot is a WFYRC event.
Skip Rogers

Newsletter editor’s note
by Albert Wieringa
This is the last issue of Making Tracks in 2012, time flies!
We’ll keep a close look at upcoming races as well as past events and valuable tips to improve your fitness
and running efficiency
The next issue will come out in January. Thanks to our readers we will bring you news about drinking on
the run and some other remarkable stuff. Most runners like to read race-reports. There is also plenty of
room for funny or not so funny running experiences, so please let us know what happened and send in your
photos and text to wieringa.usa@gmail.com No need to be a Pulitzer prize winner. Your work will be
highly appreciated!

One more thing
by Albert Wieringa
Is running bad for your knees? Most people who do not run, think that running is a bad thing especially for the
knees. Luckily they are wrong. It’s one of those persistent old wives tales. “We know that weight bearing
exercise such as running, helps prevent osteoporosis and osteoarthritis. Repetitive weight bearing and motion
are good for the joints and running essentially does that.” says Dr.Michelle Wolcott, associate professor at the
University of Colorado School of Medicine. Of course things become different if someone cannot stop and
runs 200 miles per week on concrete roads. That is asking for trouble.

Chuck Keating and Jon Feltham run Peachtree
By Tom Murtaugh
ATLANTA - This year was the 43rd running of Atlanta's Peachtree
10K Road Race on July 4th. Despite its humble origin of 110
runners in 1970, this year's race had 58,000 finishers making it
the largest 10K in the world. The race sports an international
field of runners due both in part to generous prize money and to
tremendous community support and involvement. $15,000.
goes to the winning man and woman and prize money runs 15
deep for both men and women. The top three American men
and women receive prize money starting with $1000. for the
winners, both male and female. Seventeen of the top twenty
runners in the male division were from Kenya or Ethiopia. Peter
Kirui from Kenya won the race in 27 minutes and 37 seconds at
a 4:27 /mile pace. Mamitu Daska from Ethiopia won the
womens' race in 32 minutes twenty two seconds in a 5:13/ mile
pace. The temperature at the elite start at 7:30 AM was 71 degrees but it got progressively hotter as waves of 5000 runners
went off.
The WFYRC was ably represented by two men, Chuck Keating
and Jon Feltham. Chuck and Jon went off in the first two waves
due to good seeding based on their 10K times in the past
year. While physical limitations have relegated many 70 year
olds to the rigors of shuffleboard or golf, Chuck out raced 60% of
the runners in the first two seeded flights of racers which comprised 10,000 runners. Peachtree has numerous hills midway
through the 10K course and Chuck remarked "This was the
toughest 10K course that he had ever run." His time was 50
minutes, 29 seconds, good enough for third place in the 70-74
year old age group. By the way,there were 380 men in his division which is a testimony to a new phenomenon of aerobically fit
older runners. Jon also ran very well putting in a time of 51 minutes,10 seconds in the 60-64 year old age group.
Jon and Jan Feltham graciously put Chuck and I up in their
home outside of Atlanta for three days. The early morning runs
were terrific as the scenery was breath taking around their
home. Jan's great cooking spoiled us for three days. Their
daughter Jenny and her husband Jim hosted us after the race to
post race goodies. Jen and Jim live within a five minute walk of
the Peachtree finish line in downtown Atlanta. I was truly
amazed to see Jon jumping up and down with his two granddaughters after the race. What energy! I would have been looking for a comfortable chair. Jon also found time to take two bucks from
me in our golf match prior to the race.
When planning next year's July 4th, consider Peachtree for a mini vacation. There is a lottery so check the website for details. You will be
treated well. We were impressed with the hospitality of all of those involved in volunteering especially at the race number pick-up site in
downtown Atlanta. The Atlanta Track Club rates a well deserved round of applause for putting on a great race always with
an eye for accommodating the runners.
AJC Peachtree facts & figures
AJC=Atlanta Journal Constitution
1st race was on July 4, 1970, with 110 runners
now 60.000 runners, who enter through a lottery
system.
they are spread out over 23 corrals, average age
39.7
750 porta potties and 3.400 volunteers
fastest times ever: 27:04 male & 30:32 female;
Oldest male in 2012: 91 female: 93
198 runners celebrated their birthday during race
40-44 is the largest agegroup;
150.000 people come out to see the race.

RUNNING STORM IN TAMPA BAY
By Albert Wieringa
TAMPA- This summer the Tampa Bay area was suddenly the center of a little running storm.
It all started on July 29 in San Francisco, where 43-year old Connie Mendoza from
St. Petersburg crossed the finish line of the very hilly and tough Wipro San Francisco Marathon in a time of 2:54:27. It was a huge PR for
the mother of two whose previous fastest marathon was 3:06:53 (Los Angeles, March 2012). With her incredible time Mendoza became
fourth female and first master.
Incredible time in San Francisco Marathon
Friends congratulated her and asked how she had been able to run such a great race on such a tough course. Mendoza answered that it was
a challenging race. "I was trying to go slow in the first half but it was hard. I then listened to my body and went. It was very spiritual for
me," she wrote in an e-mail.
Inconsistent chip times
Meanwhile, other runners questioned Mendoza's achievement, especially after looking at her inconsistent timing splits. According to her
chip, the first 3.1 miles were at a 6:40 pace. Than the next 4.3 miles she slowed down to a 7:22 pace followed by 5.7 hilly miles at a superfast 5:33 pace. As if this was not speedy enough she cranked out another 6.9 miles at a blistering 5:30 pace. Finally the last 6.2 miles she
slowed down to an 8:24 pace.
Absurd
"No way, that she ran a 2:54 marathon. Mendoza's best 5k is a 19:45 (6:21 pace) and there is no way that someone like that can run 13
miles in the second part of a marathon at a 5:31 pace (which is good for a 17:08 time in a 5K). This whole thing is absurd," a well known
Tampa Bay coach stated.
Two weeks after the race, overall San Francisco Marathon female winner Devon Crosby-Helms revealed in her marathon blog::
http://www.neverstopexploring.com/blog/2012/08/devon-crosby-helms-san-francisco-marathon-wrap-up.html what actually had
happened, that Mendoza apparently had taken a wrong turn and had cut the course at the Golden Gate Park (probably by 4 miles).
Letsrun
It became a big issue at Letsrun.com. The website was flooded with more than 100 mostly angry messages and remarks. Other runners
asked the San Francisco Marathon officials to check things out and one week later Mendoza was disqualified.
Disqualified
"We received notification of potential course cutting from several athletes," said Joanna Reuland of the San Francisco Marathon. "We take
our results very seriously. It took a week to process the dispute. After she was disqualified, Mendoza called us. She agreed with the removal. She did not try to dispute it."
Mendoza's story
Making Tracks asked the disqualified athlete to tell her side of the story.
Mendoza said: "I knew something was not right with my marathon. But I did not know what exactly... Big part of the race I ran together
with 3 fast guys, up to 1 mile before the finish when I got a huge cramp in my right leg and had to stop and walk some time. When I saw
my time on the clock after I finished, I said to myself, this cannot be true.. I'm good but not that good. Something must be wrong. I went to
the timing-people and asked if they could check if I maybe just had done a half marathon because I knew something was not ok." They
looked in the computer and said, "Ma'am, you are ok. Don't worry."
Mendoza: "Than just to be sure, I asked for the race director, but he or she was somewhere on the course and not available at that point. I
left my name, bib-number, e-mail address and phone number at the finish folks so they could contact me later about it, which they never
did. I also looked for those three guys but could not find them. At the awards ceremony, I refused to take the masters trophy and asked
again if they could check things out. Three weeks later I was disqualified. I have no problem with that because I guess I did not run 26.2
miles. But they could have called me and asked questions. Now my name and reputation have been ruined while I never had any intention
to cheat or to cut the course."
When asked by Making Tracks why she failed to tell her friends that something
was wrong, Mendoza said, "I was still waiting for the race officials to tell me
what happened."
Another timing issue
Meanwhile at the Republican Convention in Tampa a new marathon timing
issue was popping up.
Vice president candidate Paul Ryan announced that he, in his younger days,
ran a marathon in 2 hours and fifty "something" minutes. It happened at the
Grandma's marathon in Duluth, Ryan smiled. It did not take long before
Runners World had found out that Ryan was bragging. His official time was
4:01:25.

Continued on next page

Ryan Time Calculator
Some runners reacted angrily, others with humor. On the internet, a nifty running calculator was born
that converts one's marathon result into a "Ryan time".
http://www.paulryantimecalculator.com/
Mendozathon
And in the town of Mendoza in Argentina a funny runner came up with the idea of a "Mendozathon," a
special marathon for course cutters:
“Here in Argentina, distance running has a long and glorious tradition. It started over 2,000 years ago,
when a young man from San Martin named Fidipido was asked to run 25 miles north to the town of Las Heras to inform them of his town’s victory
in battle. As he got close to his goal, he made a wrong turn, accidentally cutting 3 miles off of his journey, and ended up in the village of Mendoza,
where he was greeted with medals of honor. He died shortly after his arrival, most likely as a result of his weak core and inability to ‘bring it.’
“So today we celebrate his run with the Mendozathon, a 20 to 23-ish mile race, that features no timing mats, no mile markers, and loops that are
completely optional. Each finisher is declared the winner, and receives a blank oval sticker into which he or she can write in the estimated distance with a Sharpie.
“I am glad to see that you Americans, too, can appreciate the Spirit of the Mendozathon. And I hear Montana is hosting one soon, so you can
cross that one off your list.”

In the meantime cheaters be warned. The SF marathon is thinking of putting in extra timing mats in the Golden Gate park area. Maybe next year!

CLEARWATER MARATHON BACK AFTER 7 YEARS
By Albert Wieringa
CLEARWATER - After 7 years being on hold, the popular Clearwater Marathon is back. Race day is Sunday, January 20, 2013, a
week after Disney and a week before the Miami marathon. The race will start and finish at Coachman Park in Clearwater.
It will be the 7th time for the Clearwater event. Since 2006 the medium size marathon was put on hold because of ongoing
road construction.
Anyway, it is good news for Bay area runners who do not want to travel far to run a marathon. The last full marathon in the Tampa Bay
was during Gasparilla weekend in 2010. Due to ongoing reduction of runners, officials decided to discontinue this race and focus on the
more popular half marathon, 8k as well as the 5 and 15k.
"I'm very exited about our relaunch ," race director Chris Lauber from St.Petersburg told Making Tracks.
The marathon will be held together with a halfmarathon and a 5-miler which makes it financially
more viable. "We understand that at this point, many
runners have already committed to other marathons on
the same date or in close proximity. We have staged
the full marathon in Clearwater for 6 years before and
are confident we can pull a great race together in the
next 4 months.”
"The USATF certified course will be essentially the
same as we ran from January 2000 through January
2006: Starting in downtown Clearwater, heading west
to the beach, south through the beaches to Indian
Shores, east over Park Boulevard Bridge to the Pinellas Trail north back to Clearwater," Lauber said.
It is a huge undertaking and the Clearwater Marathon
needs a lot of volunteers to help out at the 18 aid stations as well as registration and such.
More info at:
http://www.clearwaterrunning.com/marathon.html
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AJC Peachtree facts & figures
AJC=Atlanta Journal Constitution
1st race was on July 4, 1970, with 110 runners
now 60.000 runners, who enter through a lottery system.

Perfect start of the beach race was the special 1-mile run for the kids. Shoes or no-shoes was no
big deal. They all got their well dserved meda

While the challenges were well represented, the entertainment was great. I can say with confidence that every one of us
would do it all over again. It's undoubtedly a unique, memorable experience, and sharing this with a group of friends
was icing on the cake. I consider myself extremely fortunate to have stumbled across this running club, and to have met
such a great group of runners.
Race Highlights: Despite limited training due to a hamstring injury (read - minimal long runs and no hill work) Brian
Scott still managed to pull off a 4th place standing in his age group (3:09). Barb Eckes had run Boston 13 days earlier
(Victor did that too!) and still managed a fifth place standing in her age group (4:05). We had our initial doubts about
Heather Ellison. Due to an over exposure to allergens on the plane, she was a mess by the time she reached the west
coast, and had not improved much the next day. Thankfully by race morning she had recovered and managed to pull
out a very respectful flatlander's time of 4:16.
If you ever decide to do this event, plan ahead and get a cabin in Big Sur. They are nestled in the red wood forest less
than 2 miles from the start!
The majority of runners stay in Monterey, which is over an hour's drive to the north. While the majority of race participants were up at the wee hours of the morning catching their bus to the start, we were still comfortably snug in our beds,
wondering who would get up first to start the morning coffee. Special thank-you to Debby and Hamid for finding these
cabins.

Does running help brain grow?
by Albert Wieringa
TAMPA- After one of those early summer workouts I got home and sat down with the newspaper. There it was, this article about Tai chi, helping brain grow, a study showed. Good news! Scientists from USF as well from the Fudan university in Shanghai (China) had followed 3
groups of seniors for 8 months and compared them with each other.
Tai Chi
One group of old-timers practiced Tai Chi; the second group walked together and the third group did nothing special. The results were remarkable; brains of the Tai Chi group had increased by 0.5 percent; which also happened with the faster walkers. The group that did nothing showed brain shrinkage and scored worse on the same type of cognitive tests than when they started 8 months before.
Einstein
How about running? Would runners also benefit of brain grow? Getting smarter than Einstein while you run? That would be fantastic!
Time to check things out. Our own running doctor Michael Weiss also had seen the article. "The research is very preliminary," he said but the
basic take home message is "use it or lose it" Weiss: "Exercise has been linked to better health and brain function as does stimulating your
brain with cross word puzzles, Sudoku etc. So it makes sense that Tai chi, which combines both, would show a benefit." Close enough but
still not the answer about running specifically that I was looking for. Two months later I found it. On page 548 of David G. Myers (Ph.D.) book
about psychology.
Running enhances memory
Aerobic exercise, such as running, - modestly enhances cognitive abilities, such as memory (Etnier & others, 1997)
-promotes the growth of new brain cells in mice exercising daily on a running wheel regimen (Kempermann & Gage, 1999)
-orders up chemicals from our body's internal pharmacy by increasing production of mood-boosting neurotransmitters such
as norepinephrine, serotonin and the endorphins (Jacobs, 1994; Salmon, 2001)
Runners live 2 years longer
So far so good. But there is more good news for us runners in Myers book. A digest of data from 43 studies revealed that,
compared with inactive adults, people who exercise suffer half as many heart attacks (Powell & others, 1987) and by one estimate,
moderate exercise adds two more years to one's expected life. A no-brainer.....
keep running, keep thinking, and grab that 2 year bonus, folks!

WET SHOE STORY
By Albert Wieringa
PORTLAND (OR)- Running in the rain. It happens from time to time. Ask the women at the Olympic marathon in London. Looking at the
Brightside, breathing goes a bit easier because there is more oxygen in the air. But what about your shoes? They get wet and a little heavier. Do they also lose their cushioning? There are a lot of stories and opinions about that going around. Recently I read somewhere that soaking sneakers can lose as much as 50 percent of their cushioning. And a well respected doctor who I once ran with while it was raining cats
and dogs, came up with a similar warning. Holy smokes! Fifty percent? That's a lot.......but wait a minute, is this true?
Time to check it out, so Making Tracks contacted Adidas, assuming they are experts on this subject. "Do running shoes lose their cushioning
when they are soaking wet?" was the simple question. Within 3 days we got an answer.
"No, wet running shoes do not lose their cushioning. Although the inside liner of the shoe might feel soggy, the midsole will not lose its cushioning. The best way to dry the shoe is to put newspaper inside the shoe, which will soak up moisture. Drying the shoe in direct sunlight or in
the dryer is not recommended." Chris Brewer, category manager for Adidas Running Speciality answered.
So start singing in the rain, and jumping in the puddles!
Oh, by the way, Making Tracks also knocked on Nike's door
for an answer. The shoe issue came up a couple of weeks
before the Olympics. I called the press dept. and was asked
to send an e-mail with my question. One day later a Nike
representative with the name Yewande Ogunkoya answered
my e-mail, but not my question. "Hi Albert, Unfortunately
we will need to decline this request at this time due to
heavy focus on the Olympics." was the reply. I was flabbergasted. My first thought was if Nike perhaps also had closed
down all their stores and stopped doing business... Anyway
I did not give up and replied that they could take their time
and sort this out after the Olympics but things stayed really
quiet at the Nike headquarters. Maybe busy with the 2016
Olympics ?
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West Florida Y Runners
Club, Inc.
1005 S. Highland Ave.
Clearwater, FL 33756
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Because “runners run” and every runner
has a story to tell.

2012 Pier 60 - 5K Beach Series
CLEARWATER BEACH - The 2012 Pier 60 Beach races had a record turnout; 1135 runners came out to run in one of the 4 races, an increase of
37 compared to 2011, which also was a good race year.
The last race of the series was on August 3. First male was Cameron Wheeler (19) in 17:00 flat. Cameron, a scholarship winner in 2011,
passed 32-year old Lee Stephens in the last 0.1 mile. Stephens finished in 17:08. His 28-year old wife Christa (also a WFYRC scholarship
graduate) was the female winner in 19:36. Runner up was Toni Salucci (20) from Palm Harbor, who ran a swift 19:48
Other remarkable runners were 11-year old Jenny Dwyer from Toronto who ran 20:52, good for 4th female overall and 15-year old Havard
Ogland from Norway, who became 4th male in 17:43
"We had a lot of good runners who were here on vacation," said race director Skip Rogers with a big smile on his face. "And we got a lot of emails from people who had a great time running on the beach."
Kari Akers from Kansas wrote that her daughter Krista liked her medal very much. "Cool! It was one of Krista's dreams to run a race in all 50
states and running in the sand was an extra bonus." Top master runner Mickey Hooke from Sarasota: "Thanks for a great challenging beach
series!" Tina Siegel from Tarpon Springs: "My 12-year old son ran his first 5K tonight and was so exited by his 22:54 finish!! My 5 kids have
started their running "careers" with these races and have been looking forward to them each summer." All the way from Norway writes Sisdel
Störksen to thank for the 5K that her son Havard was able to run. Erin Oechsle from Indiana, who just started running in 5K races was exited
to place 3rd in her age group. "Our boys (ages 8 and 9) ran the kids mile race. We had a great time!"

Final standings after 4 races
Overall males

Females

1) Cameron Wheeler

1) Brianna Paczynski

2) Al Buenrostro

2) Lisa Williams

3) Ron Murawski

3) Dawn Sterns

age group winners
10-under,
11-12

Ethan Hurd
-

Taylor Stone
Clarice Rexroad

13-14

Parker Lewis

Wylona Bouwens

15-19

Scott Bartlett Jr.

Jordan Larrison

20-24

Theron Hamilton

Severin Mutti

25-29

Chad Siple

Melissa Berrios

30-34

Billy Andonaras

Zafi McCord

35-39

Karsen Callahan

Lori Stone

40-44

Tracy Reed

Sissy Hethershaw

45-49

Steve Karpacs

Leanne Larison

50-54

Dennis Byron

Carol Bancroft

55-59

Jim Krivacs

Karen Alexeev

60-64

David Perkey

Laurie Germann

65-69

Duncan Cameron

Millie Hamilton

70-74

Doug Hicks

Terri Sullivan

